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MANAGEMENT OF NEWLY DIAGNOSED DIABETES: HOME OR HOSPITAL?

L Lowes, J W Gregory

Type 1 diabetes is one of the most common chronic childhood disorders, occurring with increasing frequency. Diabetes management involves the child and family learning how to inject insulin and monitor blood glucose, and adhere to a diet containing healthy food choices. Medical interventions necessary to stabilise newly diagnosed diabetes depend upon the clinical condition of the child at presentation. Hospital admission is necessary if intravenous therapy is required to correct dehydration, electrolyte imbalance, and ketoadosis, with progression to oral fluids and subcutaneous insulin administration as the child’s condition improves. If the child is mildly to moderately symptomatic and clinically well, subcutaneous insulin and oral diet and fluids may be begun from the time of diagnosis, and stabilisation at diagnosis does not necessarily require hospital admission. This article reviews the evidence concerning hospital or home based treatment at diagnosis for children with type 1 diabetes. The Cardiff approach to home management is briefly described, and the benefits and disadvantages of different approaches to initial management are discussed.

In this paper, we review the evidence about hospital versus home based treatment at diagnosis for children with type 1 diabetes. We briefly describe the Cardiff approach to home management and discuss the benefits and disadvantages of different approaches to initial management.

EVIDENCE BASED PRACTICE

There is little evidence to support either initial hospital admission or initial home management at the time of diagnosis of type 1 diabetes. Most studies investigating home management have been retrospective, have relied on patient/family self report and review of medical records, and have focused on the child’s physiological health outcome. Some knowledge has accrued about outcomes such as readmission rates, metabolic control, and cost-effectiveness. Findings from these studies support outpatient care from diagnosis as a safe and effective alternative to hospital admission for children who are clinically well at diagnosis. Surprisingly, though, considering the predominance of retrospective studies, little account has been taken of any biases that may affect outcomes in patient groups treated at home or in hospital from the time of diagnosis, such as the severity of metabolic illness at presentation or changes in management over time in historical comparisons, rendering most conclusions uninterpretable. There are also differing interpretations of home management, ranging from complete avoidance of hospital admission to 27 hours in hospital.

Studies that include an examination of cost-effectiveness have been undertaken mainly in the USA and Canada. Findings suggest a cost benefit from outpatient management or, at the very least, no significant difference in costs between home and hospital management. However, other outcomes need to be taken into account. Home management is thought to reduce subsequent readmissions, which would consequently reduce costs and bed occupancy. Home management is also believed to result in improved glycaemic control which, if sustained, has positive cost implications in relation to the reduced risk of diabetes related complications in later life. These issues need to be examined over time, not merely to assess cost-effectiveness, but more importantly, to determine the effect of home management on the long term health and wellbeing of patients.

Abbreviations: DKA, dehydration, electrolyte imbalance, and ketoadosis; PDSN, paediatric diabetes specialist nurse; WTE, whole time equivalent.
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Little is known about the psychosocial or behavioural outcomes of outpatient management of childhood diabetes. The period immediately following a diagnosis is an anxious and distressing time for the whole family. Parents often find it difficult to come to terms with the diagnosis, which they may view as the end of “normal” health and a familiar lifestyle. The shock and distress experienced by parents when their child is diagnosed with diabetes is described in several studies. These parents are believed to experience a grief response similar to that normally associated with bereavement, and the process of adjustment and adaptation by parents is often likened to mourning. Indeed, several centres, particularly in America and Canada, have eliminated unnecessary hospital admissions with no adverse effects.

A WORLDWIDE PERSPECTIVE

Worldwide, many centres continue to admit newly diagnosed children, with considerable variation in the length of stay. The average length of hospital admission in Finland is around three weeks. Studies have shown, though, that reducing the length of stay from a mean of 23 days to nine days has no effect on metabolic or clinical outcomes of outpatient management of childhood diabetes. Total home management; ambulatory care (home from diagnosis with initial education delivered in the hospital setting); a short admission (less than four days); and a long admission (four days to three weeks). There is a concern that home management is being viewed as the gold standard model for newly diagnosed children who present clinically well. However, there is insufficient evidence about the relative effectiveness of the various approaches. The current answer to the home versus hospital debate concerns flexible working by a multidisciplinary team, who select a model after consideration of all relevant factors. For instance, although home management has been successfully implemented in Cardiff, this approach is clearly not appropriate for all families or all paediatric diabetes centres. The feasibility of home management depends partly upon the geographical area covered by a service. The Cardiff service covers a relatively compact area where the furthest point for a home visit involves a round trip of approximately 48 miles. It is probable that home management would not be a viable, cost or time-effective option for paediatric diabetes centres that cover large rural geographical areas.

Management of newly diagnosed diabetes

MANAGEMENT IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

Historically, in the United Kingdom children with diabetes have been admitted to hospital routinely at diagnosis. For example, 96% of children under 15 years of age diagnosed in 1988 were admitted to hospital at diagnosis. Hospital admission would have been necessary for some of these children because of their clinical condition. However, a lack of local resources for home care appears to have contributed to this high admission rate because a 1988 survey of 360 paediatricians in the UK established that although 314 (87%) admitted more than 80% of all newly diagnosed children, 170 (47%) would change this policy if community facilities were improved. Since the time when outpatient management of children with newly diagnosed diabetes was introduced in Leicestershire in the early 1950s, there has been an increasing trend towards this approach to care across the UK.

THE CARDIFF EXPERIENCE

The established paediatric diabetes team in Cardiff has until recently consisted of a consultant paediatric endocrinologist, a specialist registrar, two paediatric diabetes specialist nurses (PDSNs) (1.5 WTE), a paediatric dietician (0.1 WTE), and a consultant clinical child psychologist (0.1 WTE). The Cardiff service covers 250 square miles, comprising a predominantly urban geographical area with rural outreaches that has an approximate population of 128,000 children under 18 years of age. Home management was introduced in October 1995 following the employment of a full time PDSN. At that time, 154 children aged 18 years or less attended the paediatric diabetes clinic, but the numbers currently total 211 children aged 17 years or less. From 1 January 1995 to 31 December 2003, there have been 240 newly diagnosed children (15 to 33 new cases annually). One hundred and ninety (79%) were clinically well (blood pH >7.29) at presentation, 143 (75%) of whom were home managed.

Most newly diagnosed children were referred by their GP to the paediatric assessment unit at the University Hospital of Wales. Children who were not ketoacidotic were started on twice daily injections of mixed insulin, usually receiving their first injection at home with PDSN support. PDSNs visited families at home twice a day (when insulin was due) for the first few days after diagnosis to provide support and education about the practicalities of diabetes management. They provided diabetes education to school and nursery staff. A domiciliary paediatric dietetic service is not available in Cardiff. Children diagnosed during office hours saw the paediatric dietician before discharge. Otherwise, PDSNs gave initial basic dietetic advice, and the paediatric dietician provided continuing education on an outpatient basis. Families could access advice out of office hours through an on-call mobile phone held by members of the paediatric diabetes team or, alternatively, could contact staff on the paediatric medical ward.

DISCUSSION

There are four approaches to the initial management of children with newly diagnosed diabetes: total home management; ambulatory care (home from diagnosis with initial injections and education delivered in the hospital setting); a short admission (less than four days); and a long admission (four days to three weeks). There is a concern that home management is being viewed as the gold standard model for newly diagnosed children who present clinically well. However, there is insufficient evidence about the relative effectiveness of the various approaches. The current answer to the home versus hospital debate concerns flexible working by a multidisciplinary team, who select a model after consideration of all relevant factors. For instance, although home management has been successfully implemented in Cardiff, this approach is clearly not appropriate for all families or all paediatric diabetes centres. The feasibility of home management depends partly upon the geographical area covered by a service. The Cardiff service covers a relatively compact area where the furthest point for a home visit involves a round trip of approximately 48 miles. It is probable that home management would not be a viable, cost or time-effective option for paediatric diabetes centres that cover large rural geographical areas.

Home management is often undertaken by PDSNs who work flexible hours, a necessary characteristic because children are often diagnosed out of office hours. This has resource implications for staffing, particularly for smaller paediatric centres and district general hospitals, and—although few centres would advocate a long admission—a short admission may be the most appropriate model for centres with limited nurse resources. Indeed, this model is recommended by some health professionals because of concern about the initial impact of the diagnosis on parents. Parents of newly diagnosed children, even if they experience an intense emotional response to the diagnosis, have been found to cope successfully when given the opportunity to start treatment at home. Nevertheless, all relevant factors—including psychosocial issues and the family’s preferred care environment—should inform the decision making process at diagnosis.

Ambulatory care has merited little discussion in published reports but could be a viable alternative to home management for some centres. This approach has been successfully adopted since 1996 for families living within reasonable travelling distance of the British Columbia Children’s Hospital in Vancouver, Canada. These families attend a diabetes day care programme for approximately four days after diagnosis for education and initial care. Ambulatory care avoids the need for hospital admission, is cost and time-effective, and allows a multidisciplinary approach to initial education. Although parents have found the home environment more conducive to learning, it can be difficult delivering education in a busy household. Initially, many families prefer a “step by step” approach, and often need their initial education to be reinforced because of poor recall.
following the shock of the diagnosis. A home visit by the PDSN after completion of the ambulatory care programme would still help ensure that care is tailored to the needs and environment of individual families. This model may also make it easier to support families whose children are started on multiple injection regimens at diagnosis, and probably generates fewer problems when more than one child is diagnosed on the same day. However, ambulatory care does present resource implications for centres such as Cardiff, where there are no dedicated paediatric diabetes day care or clinic facilities.

Home management is more likely to be implemented in the UK when newly diagnosed children are under the care of a specialist paediatric diabetes team and when the appropriate community resources are available; the appointment of a PDSN is often a determining factor for implementation of home management. However, the relative autonomy of the PDSN role can result in feelings of isolation and ultimate responsibility for the welfare of the newly diagnosed child. Therefore, effective channels of communication between team members are vital. In Cardiff, PDSNs are able to contact medical colleagues at any time for advice about any aspect of diabetes management.

One of the disadvantages of home management concerns the de-skilling of medical and nursing ward staff, who rarely have the opportunity to reinforce their knowledge of the day to day management of diabetes in the ward environment. We have tried to address this in Cardiff with seminars and workshops, and ward based staff are invited to accompany PDSNs on home visits and attend the diabetes clinics. However, workforce mobility and pressure on time makes it difficult to keep all staff updated. This is an important point, as a lack of knowledge and experience in the management of diabetes on the wards could represent an increased clinical risk for children requiring inpatient care in the future. Another disadvantage concerns the potential risk of insulin induced hypoglycaemia. To avoid this, home managed children in Cardiff are started on an insulin dose of slightly less than 0.5 IU/kg/24 h, this being gradually increased over the first few weeks according to blood glucose concentrations. With this management, none of our home managed children has subsequently experienced severe hypoglycaemia or developed DKA in the early months following diagnosis.

It has been hypothesised that home management conveys the wrong message to families about the seriousness of diabetes; children and their parents may not fully appreciate the severity of the condition because they are not acutely ill at diagnosis and are not admitted to hospital, and this may have an impact on longer term outcomes. Findings from a recent qualitative study suggest that parents of home managed children do recognise the seriousness of diabetes and the importance of optimal glycaemic control, but further research is required to test this hypothesis.

The need for a telephone on-call system is strongly supported by parents, who report that they feel safer and more able to cope knowing that help is “just a phone call away”. An on-call service has the potential to reduce readmissions or at the very least—as found in Cardiff—to reduce the severity of illness at the time of readmission. However, there are disadvantages to providing this service from a professional standpoint. In Cardiff, the service is available to all families attending our clinic, and 308 out-of-hours calls were received in 2002. It is obvious, therefore, that untimely calls may greatly intrude upon the private lives of team members. Furthermore, paediatric diabetes centres across the UK usually provide this service on a voluntary and unpaid basis. On-call systems should be properly funded and perhaps, to improve efficiency, organised across neighbouring diabetes centres.

The potential benefit of intensive insulin treatment at diagnosis is still being debated. Early studies found the effect on β cell function to be transient but more recent findings suggest that intensive insulin treatment preserves β cell function for up to two years post-diagnosis. There are also suggestions that intensive insulin treatment at diagnosis may reduce the risk for diabetes related complications in later life, preserve the glucagon response to hypoglycaemia, and protect against ketoacidosis. There is currently a lack of evidence to support these claims and none of the study samples has included children aged 13 years or less. However, if intensive insulin therapy from the time of diagnosis is found to have important advantages, this may have implications for home management owing to the risk of an increased incidence of severe hypoglycaemia.

CONCLUSIONS

There is insufficient evidence from which to draw conclusions about whether children with diabetes should be managed at home or in hospital from the time of diagnosis. Thus the model of care adopted depends upon various factors such as the clinical condition of the newly diagnosed child, individual family circumstances, and available resources. Home management has been implemented successfully in Cardiff but may not be the most appropriate time and cost-effective approach for all paediatric diabetes centres. A short admission may be more appropriate for smaller centres, those with limited staffing, or those covering a large geographical area. Alternatively, ambulatory care may be the way forward for centres with the necessary day care facilities. This review emphasises the need for well designed, prospective, longitudinal studies of hospital and home management from the time of diagnosis which examine children’s short and long term physiological and psychological outcomes, cost-effectiveness, and the impact on families. Furthermore, considering the current emphasis on developing health care services in response to the experience of service users, there is a need to examine all approaches to care from the perspective of children with diabetes and their parents.
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